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ONSCENE 
TECHNOLOGY 

G-7 SURVEILLANCE 
SYSTEM  

 

       LAW ENFORCEMENT APPLICATION 

 
INDUSTRY LEADING BODY WORN CAMERA TECHNOLOGY AND A FEATURE RICH VIDEO 

MANAGEMENT PLATFORM (VMP) 

 

G-7 CAMERA 
 

CUTTING EDGE 
AMBARELLA A7 CHIPSET 

WITH 5 MP CMOS 
SENSOR   

 

 

 

G-7 VMP 
 

SEAMLESS SINGLE 
SOURCE 

MANAGEMENT OF 
VIDEO FROM 

DISPARATE SOURCES 
AND VENDORS  

G-7 BODY WORN CAMERA FEATURES 

 Accommodates officer preference mounting on chest and shoulder and serves as a dashboard camera  
 Single button push command (video, audio and photo)  
 Radio interface 
 True HD 1080P video resolution – selectable 1080P (30 fps), 720P (30-60 fps), D1 (30-60 fps) 
 Video format H.264 MP4, audio format WAV -  playback on camera, PC, TV or other monitor/HDMI interface 
 Video overlay includes badge number, date and time  
 Pre-event recording    
 140° field of view wide angle IR lens, auto switch day and night 
 IR illumination up to 10 meters with visible face detection 
 32 GB  storage, 64 GB storage optional 
 Approximate recording times - approximate 8 hours recording (LCD, IR off), 24 hours standby 
 IP67 rated -  waterproof and dustproof, 6’ drop test 
 Dimensions 3.7”x2.4”x1.2”,  weight 5.8 oz 
 2800 mA polymer battery, direct charger     
 2” LCD high resolution color display, laser positoning guide for aiming, white LED for auxiliary lighting, still 

photos   
 Password and function protected  
 
 



DIFFERENT CAMERA SYSTEMS ARE INTEGRATED INTO THE ONSCENE G-7 VMP   

 
 

                 G-7 VIDEO MANAGEMENT PLATFORM (VMP) FEATURES 

 Intuitive video management platform designed to optimize workflow 

 Scalable for future growth and evolving camera advances 

 Search, view, categorize, organize and archive media in a secure environment governed by customer policies 

 Efficient and automated data storage customizable to agency classifications and retention policy 

 Administrator control of system rights, user permissions and storage capacity alerts  

 User activities logged for Chain of Custody and reporting 

 Configurable for single or multiple location deployment 

 Automated secure download of video to customer server when camera is connected to server directly via 
USB cable or through the docking/charging station,  simultaneous download of multiple cameras per 
computer with software client 

 System assigns file security code to all video (watermarking) 

 Broad search capability – date, time, file type, classification, security level, name, RMS/CAD/SET ID, user 
marking, event notes, or star rating designation 

 Development of complete Incident Reports - copy video, add comments, take snapshots, import video or 
documents from other sources 

 Burn to CD/DVD including Primera CD/DVD burners, export to a USB or data DVD so all evidence can be played 
in court or where needed. 

 

 

 


